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Viking aluminum cleaner, polish and sealer:
Patent #7,427,587

Product description:
Truckers aluminum polish and sealer.
Polish and seal fuel transports, jet boats and airstreams.
Viking aluminum polish and sealer also works on stainless steel, magnesium,
brass, copper, gold, silver, fiberglass, lexan and plexiglass. It removes surface rust
and brake dust fast.
Restore aluminum to like new.
Remove surface rust from chrome without scratching.
Viking truckers aluminum polish is a powerful soap based cleaner. It does not
have ammonia, acid or abrasive components.
Viking’s aluminum polish is more than just a polish. It cleans, polishes and seals
with just this one product.
Viking truckers aluminum polish will clean anodized, clear coat, gelcoat and
powder coated rims. It cleans all the staining, crud, and surface rust from painted
rims. It even removes bluing from chrome and restores diamond plate.
Instructions:
Hand polishing technique:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Use a thin red shop rag.
Fold rag in quarters then in half.
Liberally wet rag and soak area to be cleaned.
Scrub well, paying special attention to rough and stained areas.
Allow polish to soak on target for 2 minutes.
Rub in direction of fuel or hard water stains.
If residue is extremely black and thick, remove with clean rag and re-apply.
Allow residue to dry completely.
Remove with terry cloth rag.
Buff to a deep shine with micro fiber cloth.

Oxidized Diamond Plate:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Apply polish liberally to a piece of Grade 0000 steel wool.
Saturate steel wool and allow to soak on target for 2 minutes.
Steel wool must be kept wet with polish.
Remove residue and follow general hand polishing guidelines with red shop rag.

Buffer technique:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Use 0000 steel wool as an applicator.
Soak steel wool and keep it wet.
Scrub gently with steel wool.
While target area is wet, buff at about 500 rpm . Do not buff when dry at this stage.
Repeat application and buffing process to desired shine.
Let dry completely before removing hazing.
If burnished or ghosting area appears, apply polish with clean rag, let dry and buff off.
Use micro fiber rag for final shine and wipe.
Allow polish to dry between applications for a stronger sealer affect.
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Viking Industrial systems
3525 Arthur St.
Caldwell, Id. 83605
(Viking truckers polish is manufactured Gord’s.)
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